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Health and personal well-being
As well as monitoring the skills of your drivers, it is also important to
monitor their health and personal well being on a regular basis.

Regular one-to-one interviews with drivers can help to ensure they
have a positive attitude towards driving and can help you identify
potential causes of stress, tiredness or poor health, such as a difficult
home life, a new baby or a sleep disorder. This can also help promote
an ‘open door’ policy, giving drivers the feeling they work in a 
supportive environment and can talk to managers about problems
that could affect their driving. 

Companies can also encourage communication and a stress-free
environment through regular group meetings to inform drivers of any
changes or problems, such as road works or predicted bad weather,
and to encourage drivers to discuss any problems they have 
encountered. Such meetings can also be used to remind drivers of
key safe driving advice and to distribute safe driving literature.

Tiredness
Being tired behind the wheel can be just as dangerous as being
drunk. Drivers should be encouraged and thanked for reporting
instances when they have experienced sleepiness at the wheel, to
share such experiences with colleagues and to see what lessons can
be learned.

Ensure that drivers know they must never drive when tired. They will
not be disciplined if they have to take a break due to tiredness. Ensure
drivers know the risks of driving tired and how to tackle it if they 
experience it when driving. (See advice on www.brake.org.uk or
www.thinkroadsafety.gov.uk)

A separate information sheet on driver tiredness can be ordered for
free from the Fleet Safety Forum by calling 01484 559909 or emailing
fleetsafetyforum@brake.org.uk.

Tachographs are fitted to most goods vehicles with a weight of more
than 3.5 tonnes under European Union regulations. If your fleet has
tachographs installed you must regularly analyse these to ensure
drivers take the required breaks and rest periods and do not exceed
maximum driving hours.

Tachographs can either be checked by trained individuals within your
company or by an external company or organisation that offers a
tachograph checking service. There are also a number of companies
and organisations that offer training for drivers and employers on
driver hours and tachograph regulations.

In addition to use of tachographs, you can also introduce your 
own, tougher, rules requiring drivers to drive restricted hours with 
stipulated breaks, and then check that they abide by those hours
through your own black box or logging system. 

Alcohol and drug use
Alcohol and drugs are killers on the road. They can slow down 
reaction times, impair decision-making and affect co-ordination,
resulting in deaths and injuries. Employers have a responsibility to
ensure that drivers are sober. 

Monitor drivers by keeping a log of:
• Mistakes
• Avoidance of early morning work
• Poor memory for instructions
• Sick leave
• Mood swings, withdrawal from team work
• Unusual amounts of particular rubbish that may indicate drug 

taking (e.g. silver foil and straws are two items commonly used by 
drug takers)

You could introduce an alcohol and drug-screening programme. Many
companies now do this with the full involvement and cooperation of staff.
Specialist companies can help you do this.

Stress
There are many factors that cause stress when driving, ranging from
long-term pressures such as demands of the job or balancing work and
home, to short term pressures such as congestion or the driving of others.

Research shows that the road transport industry is among the most
stressful to work in – rated as the fourth worst (out of 27 categories)
behind education, nursing and management 5. Identifying and addressing
the issue of stress in your company can reduce risks faced by employees
while driving, and result in improved morale, a more stable workforce and
increased productivity and profits.

To identify and tackle stress, you could:

- Require staff who drive to have confidential, regular meetings with a line
manager, to identify any work or home problems. 

- Require drivers to report any problems that could affect their driving. 
This should include telling you about any medication they are taking for 
depression or other mental illness.

- Provide support and professional counselling if necessary for drivers.

CASE STUDY BEST PRACTICE 
NKL AUTOMOTIVE LTD

NKL Automotive Ltd specialises in moving vehicles for clients from one
location to another. They mainly operate cars, but also light commercial
vehicles. The company employs about 260 drivers on both full and 
part-time contracts. The average age of drivers is 56.

As part of its risk management programme, it recently decided to start a
programme of in-house driver assessments. 

Initially, the company used driver training and assessment company
Applied Driving Techniques to train one NKL employee to carry out driver
assessments and to manage the database of information generated by
assessments. To do this, the employee attended a three-day course, then
went on take the Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents (RoSPA)
Advanced Driving Test.

The driver assessments begin with a questionnaire, which identifies any
major areas of concern. It includes questions such as the driver’s age,
whether they have any driving convictions, miles they drive per year and
whether they ever use a mobile phone (including hands-free) while 
driving. It provides them with statements such as ‘it would be a good idea
to lower the speed limit on motorways’ and ‘drivers who cause accidents
by reckless or dangerous driving should be banned for life’ and asks them
whether they agree or disagree.

It also helps to prioritise key issues for a full in-vehicle assessment, 
which examines driving techniques, with a particular emphasis on hazard
perception and avoidance. This assessment takes place on a variety of
roads, including busy urban roads, motorways and rural A & B roads. 
It covers skills such as manoeuvring and parking in confined locations. 

Assessment results are recorded on a database and each driver is given 
a final ‘risk rating’. Any additional training or development that is needed
can then be highlighted. 

After 12 months an analysis of incident costs pre and post 
implementation will be carried out.

Neil Constable, projects manager, NKL Automotive Ltd
T: 01405 721416 E: nconstable@NKLAutomotive.co.uk

Andy Phillips, managing director, Applied Driving Techniques, 
T: 02380 276511 E: enquiry@applieddrivingtechniques.com
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Training drivers
Although drivers should be given induction training together with their
assessment, it will often be necessary to provide additional training to
improve drivers who are failing, or to keep successful drivers updated
with best practice. 

Through monitoring drivers and analysing crash statistics, it will
become clear which drivers need additional training and in which areas.
It is important that remedial training is provided promptly in order to
address any areas where drivers are lacking skills, before they are given
the chance to become dangerous. If, following additional training, a
driver does not improve, they must be taken off driving duties. 

Providing regular training updates to all drivers will ensure they are
kept informed of any changes in best practice, company policy, the
Highway Code or vehicle maintenance, and reminded of your 
company’s safety policies.

A variety of courses for fleet drivers, on topics such as parking and
manoeuvring, the use of ABS brakes and becoming familiar with 
foreign roads, are available. 

In what areas do my drivers need to be trained?
As well as specific areas that are identified through driver monitoring, it
is important that all your drivers are trained to the highest standard
possible in all aspects of driving safely.

The Pledge to Drive Safely
A useful starting point is Brake’s Pledge to 
Drive Safely, a 12-point plan that all drivers 
can follow on the most important basic safety points, such as staying
below speed limits and not drinking and driving. You can download this
Pledge from www.brake.org.uk. You can also send yourself or a 
colleague on a free one-day training course which teaches how to 
present a two-hour presentation to drivers about The Pledge. The
course includes a free PowerPoint on CD ROM that you can deliver to
drivers. Visit www.brake.org.uk for more information.

There are also certain specific issues that you could provide training on,
for example: roadside breakdown procedures; safe loading; use of
mobile phones; vehicle walk round checks; etc.

You may find drivers need to be trained in more aspects of safe driving –
some drivers may have particular problems, such as reversing or
checking their mirrors. Training should also be given to drivers required
to drive a vehicle that is different to the one they are used to driving.

Communicating with drivers
Even if you ensure drivers are adequately assessed, trained and 
monitored, these measures will not remain effective unless you 
communicate with your drivers and reinforce the message that safety 
is paramount. It is important that your drivers understand why your
company takes the safety measures it does. Good communication can
come in many forms, but a combination of several measures will
ensure that the message is repeatedly reinforced to employees.

Driver handbook
The starting point for communicating with drivers is to ensure that a driver
handbook is issued to them all as soon as they join the company. This can
explain to drivers the importance of driving safely and how they can drive 
safely. Your driver handbook should include information on:
• The risk of death and injury on the road
• Your road risk policy
• Company rules on driving
• Company rules on associated activities (e.g. how to safely secure 

heavy luggage in a boot)
• General advice leaflets on driving safely (on topics such as driver tiredness)
• Advice on what to do in the event of an incident and blank ‘bump cards’
• Contact details for the road risk manager and any additional 

emergency contacts, such as your breakdown service

Posters and leaflets
You should try to regularly communicate road safety messages to your drivers
through posters and leaflets – design your own or get them for free from the
DfT’s Think! campaign website or by calling Brake on 01484 559909. Another
option is to print road safety messages on company paperwork such as wage
slips or daily job sheets. Companies with large numbers of drivers might also
want to produce a company newsletter for drivers about driving safely. This
could ‘spotlight’ your company’s safest drivers and list safety achievements. 

Develop a road safety culture
It is important that everybody in your company is committed to safety, which
includes road safety. To develop a road safety culture in your company, 
appoint one senior manager to have responsibility for safety, but involve as
many people as possible, through committees and meetings. 

About The Fleet Safety Forum 
Subscribers to the Fleet Safety 
Forum receive monthly ‘road risk 
management’ mailings with 
up-to-date information, research and resources on a variety of fleet
safety topics. Mailings include a newsletter, information sheets, posters,
leaflets, guides and discounted invitations to conferences and work-
shops. Subscription costs are low, and start from around £105 
(+VAT) per year.  T: Adam Casper on 01484 559920 or 01484 559909 
Email: fleetsafetyforum@brake.org.uk

Sources of further information
Please refer to the Fleet Safety Forum Directory (a free product available from
Brake on 01484 559909) for contact details of driver training and assessing
companies, fleet risk management companies and organisations and 
companies offering advice and a range of other fleet services. 

End Notes
1 Survey of 789 drivers and motorbike riders, published in the Green Flag Report on Safe Driving 2004-5 (Part Three)
2 Why? The Facts, Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents (RoSPA), (Website: http://www.rospa.com/

drivertraining/thefacts/)
3 The Green Flag report on Safe Driving 2001, researched by Brake.
4 Information provided by University of Huddersfield
5 The scale of occupational stress, contract research report, 311/2000 (Cardiff university for the Health and Safety 

Executive, 2000)
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Driver assessment and monitoring: 
an information sheet for fleet managers 
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This information sheet examines the importance of 
assessing drivers pre-recruitment, monitoring their driving
standards, making choices regarding additional training and
judging the effectiveness of that training. It also explains
methods for managers to communicate effectively with 
drivers regarding assessment, training and monitoring issues. 

Produced by:

Extent of the problem

The vast majority of crashes result from some kind of error on the part of the 
driver. Some employers wrongly believe that as long as they comply with basic 
requirements, such as ensuring drivers hold a valid driving licence, this is enough.
But it is not. By law, employers have a duty to ensure that employees are 
adequately prepared for the job they are doing – in this case, driving – and always
prioritise safety on the job.  

A survey carried out by Brake and Green Flag Motoring Assistance found that:

• 75% of drivers have not received additional practical driver training since passing 
their driving test;

• 54% thought their driving would benefit from additional training;

• 47% thought drivers should have to retake their driving test at least every 10 
years, with many thinking it should be taken more frequently than that. 1

These survey findings indicate that a large number of respondents do not feel 
confident in their ability to drive safely and welcome help and advice. 

Advanced training, and careful, well-prepared assessment and monitoring 
techniques, can help drivers develop their skills and hazard awareness, significantly
reducing their chance of being involved in a crash. 

The Fleet Safety Forum is a division of:

This information sheet was produced thanks to funding from:
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Choosing a driver assessor and trainer
If your company has never provided assessments or training for your
drivers, getting started can seem daunting. But there are numerous
assessors and trainers offering their services – and it is possible to
find one suitable for your company. Some companies with large fleets
choose to employ their own trainers and assessors. Whatever your
type and size of fleet, you are advised to:

• Shop around – ask other companies to recommend assessors/ 
trainers.

• Use a driver assessor/ trainer who is qualified to 
nationally-recognised standards.

• Use an assessment/ training provider accredited by a nationally 
recognised body. This will ensure that the provider is independently
quality assured, providing assessment/ training in accord with 
evaluated programmes. This is also added support for you if you 
are dissatisfied with the service.

• Have input into the content of the assessment/ training so that it 
meets your needs.

• Provide the assessor/ trainer with any relevant information about 
drivers prior to assessment/ training including their incident rate.

• Require that the assessor/ trainer provides you with a 
comprehensive report on every driver, which should be discussed 
between you and the driver.

• Regularly check the standard of the assessment/ training. This can
be done by sitting-in on an assessment and talking to drivers.

• Change your trainer/ assessor if you are unhappy with their service.
• If you are employing an in-house driver/ assessor, make sure you 

still follow these procedures.
• Make sure your drivers know the importance of assessment/ 

training – a starting point for getting this across should be through 
a driver handbook (see ‘Driver Handbook’ section.)

Recruiting drivers
If a potential employee is going to be required to drive as part of their
work, their driving standard should be tested at recruitment stage.
There are some ‘easy wins’ – for example, you could test at recruitment
stage their theoretical knowledge of the Highway Code.

Their knowledge of the Highway Code should also be tested on a
regular basis during employment. Some companies produce low-cost
interactive Highway Code CD-Roms or on-line packages to help you
do this. Free mock theory tests are also available online. 

During recruitment you should also:

- Check a potential new driver’s licence is clean and their references 
sound. Companies can get licences checked directly by the DVLA, 
but must get consent from the licence holder first. It costs £5 per 
check for a manual check, or £3 each for an electronic check. 
However, there are several companies who can do this via the 
DVLA, taking out the administrative costs that would be involved in 
doing it yourself and ensuring data is presented in a way that is 
easy to manage and analyse.

- Check potential new drivers do not have a medical condition that 
may affect their driving. Requiring staff to take a medical during 
their recruitment is a good idea. GPs can offer medical checks for 
fitness to drive, which vary in cost  for different types of vehicles 
being driven and can also vary in content according to facilities 
available to each GP. Alternatively, you can hire a private 
healthcare company to carry out medical checks on your drivers. 
A benefit of using a private company is that checks will have the 
same content for all your drivers.  

- Provide a practical on-road assessment, using a qualified driving 
assessor. This assessment should be taken in the type of vehicle 
the driver would be expected to drive. It should include key skills 
such as hazard perception, junction and roundabout procedures, 
keeping a safe distance from other vehicles, use of mirrors, 
signalling and motorway driving.

- Assess a potential driver’s use of gears, brakes, clutch and vehicle 
control as well as ability to carry out maintenance checks as this 
will not only affect safety but also financial costs, as it affects 
wear-and-tear on the vehicles and fuel consumption. Training such
as the Safe and Fuel Efficient Driving programme (SAFED) has 
been devised to help truck drivers drive safely, but also efficiently. 
The training consists of a one full day off-the-job training course. 
The training course includes practical assessments and theory 
papers and is based on crash prevention and reduction and fuel 
efficient driving. In 2006, the DFT is piloting a similar scheme for 
van drivers

THE FACTS – COMPANY VEHICLES

• There are approximately three million company owned vehicles in 
the UK at present. It's estimated that as few as 10% of the drivers 
of these vehicles have received any form of additional driver training. 

• 66% of company cars are subject to an insurance claim every year. 

• Car and van drivers who cover 25,000 miles a year as part of their 
job are at virtually the same risk of being killed at work as coal 
miners. 2

Qualifications of driving assessors/ trainers
Car driver assessors may be a registered Approved Driving Instructor
(ADI), as well as having a range of qualifications from relevant training
organisations. Truck driver assessors may be registered with the 
RTITB and on the DSA’s voluntary register.

Bus and coach driver assessors may be registered with TRANSfED.

The Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents (RoSPA) has a 
national register of advanced motorcycle instructors who can assess
training needs and recommend courses.

Health check providers (not a comprehensive list):
AXA PPP Healthcare T: 0870 608 0850 
W: www.axappphealthcare.co.uk
BMI Healthcare T: 020 7009 4500 E: info@bmihealthcare.co.uk
W: www.bmihealthcare.co.uk
BUPA Wellness T: 0845 300 8220 W: www.bupa.co.uk/wellness  

Safe and Fuel Efficient Driving (SAFED) courses: 
For vans T: 0870 190 8440 E: vans@safed.org.uk W: www.safed.org.uk
For trucks in England www.safed.org.uk
For trucks in Scotland T: 0870 190 6354 E: Scotland@safed.org.uk 
W: www.safed.org.uk
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- Require a potential new driver to take a ‘hazard awareness’ test 
using a specially designed computer programme that simulates a 
drive – there are several of these available. 

- Ensure these checks take place during recruitment and also before
allowing an existing member of staff to drive for the first time, or to 
drive a larger or different type of vehicle than one in which they 
have previously been assessed. 

- Assessments can result in the drivers reaching national standards, 
with appropriate qualifications and certificates issued on successful
completion. 

- Make sure that once a driver has passed an assessment, they are 
provided with appropriate feedback on their performance. They 
should also, of course, receive necessary induction training on 
issues relevant to your company specifically – for example, the 
contents of your driver handbook.

Eyesight
Good eyesight is essential for safe driving. As well as testing prior to
recruitment, existing employees should have their eyes tested at least
every two years, or sooner if they think they have an eyesight problem.

Motorbike, car or van drivers must be able to read a numberplate at
20.5 metres. Drivers should also have a good field of vision (120
degrees). However, they are only tested during their driving test, in an
unscientific way by being required to read a numberplate. This is not
strict enough to ensure they have a good standard of sight throughout
their driving life.

The eyesight requirements are slightly higher for bus, coach and
truck drivers, who are tested in a medical prior to a driver being
licensed, then at 45, then every five years.

If a driver’s eyesight is below the legal minimum and they are involved
in a crash, the insurance may be invalid.

As an employer you should:

• Make sure all drivers have a regular eyesight test.
• Make sure eye tests are carried out by qualified optometrists and 

include a test of the driver’s horizontal and vertical range of vision.
• Provide practical advice for all drivers on the importance of their 

eyesight.

Attitude
You should consider the general character of potential new drivers
at the recruitment process. 

Research has shown that some people are more likely than others to
take risks when driving. There is strong evidence that young drivers,
often male, are most likely to take like-threatening risks such as
speeding and overtaking before a bend. High-mileage drivers are
also a high-risk group (see box below). Although they are more
experienced, they are more likely than lower-mileage drivers to take
life-threatening risks, perhaps through complacency.

Personality assessments can help you identify drivers who may be
unsafe. The following list of characteristics may help when choosing
drivers 4:

Characteristics of safe drivers

• Patient
• Organised, law abiding
• Self-disciplined
• Honest
• Self-reliant
• Stable domestic life
• Concentrates
• Mature
• Responsible
• Reliable
• Observant of others 

and a team player

High mileage drivers and the risks they take
Brake and Green Flag surveyed high mileage drivers (covering 40,000
miles or more per year) about their safety. The survey found that:

Characteristics of unsafe drivers

• Arrogant
• Negative attitude to authority
• Aggressive
• Socially maladjusted
• Impulsive
• Chaotic relationships
• Takes risks
• Immature
• Irresponsible
• Undependable
• Macho

CASE STUDY BEST PRACTICE 
Carillion Plc

Since 2003, Carillion has reduced crash rates per annum among
its fleet of 7,000 vehicles by 18%, through a road safety strategy 
that incorporates regular driver assessment and monitoring 
procedures. 

When an employee joins the company they must have licence
checks, a fitness to drive and eyesight check and they are also
interviewed about their crash history. Each employee is put in one
of 11 categories devised by the company, depending on how much
driving they do and the type of vehicle they use. Appropriate 
training is given to drivers in each category. For example, induction
training is given to drivers who have held a licence for less than
three years, training is given to truck drivers at three year intervals
and immediate remedial training is given to any driver involved 
in a crash. 

Following a crash involving a Carillion van driver and three other
vehicles, in which several people were seriously injured, Carillion
has developed an intensive training course for van drivers, similar
to the training truck drivers are required to do. 

Reversing manoeuvres were also identified as an area of risk that
posed a significant problem for drivers – several serious injuries
had occurred among highways maintenance engineers due to
reversing. As a result, training on reversing has been 
incorporated. Reversing aids have also been introduced into 
all trucks that weigh more than 3.5 tonnes.

Angus Heward, head of road safety, Carillion Plc,
T: 01902 318874, E: aheward@carillionplc.com,  

W: www.carillionplc.com

• 40% of higher mileage drivers admitted to having overtaken 
when they couldn’t see what was coming towards them, 
compared with 28% of all drivers

• 26% of high mileage drivers thought that being an experienced 
driver means it is safe to go faster, compared to 12% of all drivers

• 46% of high mileage drivers said they talked on a mobile phone 
while driving, compared with 12% of all drivers

• 35% of high mileage drivers admitted to having fallen asleep at 
the wheel due to tiredness, compared with 14% of all drivers 3
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On-going assessment
Throughout a driver’s career, their skills, attitude and knowledge need
to be re-assessed at least once a year. Some companies re-assess
their drivers as frequently as every two months. You should also
check drivers’ licences regularly to check they are still clean.

The regular assessments of drivers should cover the same ground as
much of their initial assessment. You should check skills such as
basic ability in key areas such as hazard perception, junction and
roundabout procedures, keeping a safe distance from other vehicles,
use of mirrors, signalling and motorway driving, to ensure they are
still at the required standard.

Hazard awareness computer programmes can also be used on a
regular basis as part of the re-assessment, to make sure drivers are
routinely reminded of the hazards on the road. (See ‘Sources of
Further Information.’)

When carrying out assessments, employers should:

• Use a standardised assessment form, which is tailored to your 
company’s needs.

• Regularly interview drivers to ensure they retain a positive mental 
attitude towards their driving and to identify potential dangers such 
as a problem home life.

• Reassess drivers on a regular basis but also additionally if they 
have been involved in a crash or are returning from a career break 
or sick leave.

• Give feedback to all drivers, both verbally and in the form of 
individual written reports, and possibly through league tables.

• Identify any training needs.
• Reward good drivers by providing them with career prospects, such

as senior driving positions, or the opportunity to become driver 
‘mentors’ or assessors. Provide good drivers with incentives such 
as prizes.

• Regularly review and assess your own assessment procedures – 
are they still considered best practice? 

• Explain to drivers the importance of driving assessments. Stress 
that they are vital for road safety.

Monitoring drivers
Driver monitoring is checking up on the safety and efficiency of your
drivers on a day-to-day basis. Monitoring your drivers can help you
identify and deal with poor driving before a driver’s assessment is due. 

By monitoring drivers you can find out if they are:

• involved in collisions
• driving at inappropriate speeds
• braking too harshly
• driving without appropriate rest periods

You can then work to ensure that offending drivers receive further
training or are taken off driving duties if it is clear they are unable to
improve – this will result in safer drivers and financial savings for your
company. For example, gentler braking results in less wear to brakes
and tyres.

Incident reporting, recording and analysing

An essential part of monitoring drivers is to develop a procedure to
report all incidents, no matter how small, and analyse incident
reports as often as possible to identify incident-prone drivers. 

It is essential to look out for patterns in incidents and give additional
training to drivers who need it. A driver who bumps a truck on a low
wall while reversing could run over and kill a child the next time if the
problem is not identified and addressed. It may be that the driver has
forgotten how to reverse safely, so needs retraining in this particular
skill. Also, if drivers have lots of bumps and scrapes they can easily
add up to expensive repair bills.

You need to know which drivers and vehicles are involved in incidents,
where they happened and why they happened. You need to require
and encourage drivers to report all incidents – and you need a
procedure for them to do this. For example, you may require drivers to
contact the office if an incident occurs, then complete a ‘bump card’
providing as many details as possible.

You might then need to interview the driver and complete a detailed
form about the incident, including the cause of it. This information
could be recorded on a computer and regularly analysed to identify
patterns. Appropriate action can then be taken to help prevent similar
incidents, for example more training, or fitting reversing safety
systems such as cameras. 

‘How am I driving’ sticker schemes
You can let members of the public help you to keep a check on your
drivers by joining a freephone ‘how am I driving’ sticker scheme.

Stickers on the back of your vehicles advertise a phone number for
the general public to call with a compliment or complaint.

Once the scheme provider receives a call about one of your drivers, they
report to you with information about comments made. You can then
discuss the call with the driver involved and take appropriate action. 

Black box technology
It is possible to record a range of information about a journey or
incident by installing ‘black box’ technology into your fleet of vehicles.
There are two types of black box technology:

Journey data recorders – these are fitted to vehicles to record
information about how the vehicle is driven. They work by reading
data from the tachograph (if fitted), speedometer, rev counter, fuel
flow meter and brakes. The information can then be downloaded onto
a computer for analysis. The data can highlight drivers who are not
driving economically or safely and appropriate action can be taken.
Some journey data recorders include warning lights fitted to the
vehicle dashboard to alert the driver if they are driving dangerously
or uneconomically. 

Incident data recorders – these record information such as
acceleration, braking and movement of a vehicle before and during an
incident. The information gathered can then be used to investigate the
incident and action can be taken to prevent similar incidents occurring.

Vehicle tracking systems
Vehicle tracking systems show the exact position of your vehicles, the
route taken and the time taken up by deliveries. Trackers can help
managers check if a driver is taking regular breaks, taking the most
sensible routes and not speeding. The information from the tracking
system can be used as a training aid to demonstrate to drivers how
their driving can be improved. 

Whichever systems you choose to use to monitor drivers, you should
ensure that drivers are given a comprehensive demonstration and
training session on how the systems work and why they are important.
This helps drivers see them as something to protect them and part 
of a wider ‘safety culture’ within the business, rather than a 
‘big brother’ exercise.
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